DESTINATION: SOLOMON ISLANDS

Solomon
Sojourn
Only a few hours flight from Australia's East Coast, the
Solomon Islands is an untapped sport fishing paradise
waiting to be discovered. LUKE REILLY reports.

HE quaint island of Lola is situated
in the Western Province of the
Solomon Islands, bordered by white
sandy beaches, the clearest, vibrant,
blue waters imaginable and coral reefs teeming
with marine life. Unbeknown to most
Australians, Lola is home to a fishing tournament
attracting over 300 competitors: the annual
Stunned Mullet competition, now in its eighth
year. I was fortunate to attend the recent
tournament and experience what has to be one of
the most diverse, abundant and accessible fisheries
in the Pacific.
If you're anything like me, chances are you've
got a mental sportfishing map in preparation for
that "fishing trip of a lifetime". There's a strong
likelihood it's a very expansive map, containing
those angling destinations we all dream about:
the Northern Territory, Papau New Guinea,
Africa, America, Mongolia, amongst many
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others. I bet, much like mine once did, your map
overlooks the Solomons.
Aside from the fact it is a tropical paradise
with the most varied fishing imaginable, it
should be known to anglers, especially those
from the East Coast, that the Solomons are only
a short distance away. For this reason a Solomon
sojourn represents excellent value for money.
Yet these beautiful islands seem to fall off the
sport fishing map. Maybe it's time to put them
on your bucket list?

Unique
You'd struggle to find a more diverse fishery in
the world. With a short boat ride from Zipolo
Habu Resort on Lola Island, the host of the
annual Stunned Mullet tournament, you can be
creek fishing for spot tail bass and mangrove
jacks, popping for GTs or trolling for billfish.
Such is the uniqueness of the Solomons. There are

